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NEWS

AUTOart  |  Composite  |  +/- 240€

AUTOart  |  Composite  |  270€

Fronti-Art  |  Resin |  +/- 310€

GT Spirit  |  Resin |  +/- 110€

Looksmart |  Resin |  +/- 320€

MR collection  |  Resin |  420€

Ignition Models |  Resin | +/- 250€

Topmarques|  Resin |  +/- 260€

Topmarques |  Resin |  +/- 280€

Topspeed |  Resin |  +/- 140€

Sophi-Art  |  Resin |  +/- 150€

Expected for Q.4 2017, this 
McLaren 675LT is the work of 
AUTOart models, who 
announced it at the 2017 
Nuremberg Toy Fair along some 
other cars.  One more time, 
AUTOart proves their expertise 
by creating a fully openable car. 
The car will be available in: Napier Green/McLaren 
Orange/Chicane Grey/Silica White. Let’s wait for it; I’ll try to 
review it as soon as possible.

Speaking about AUTOart, they
also released their Lamborghini 
Aventador SV. Nevertheless, they
still have two colours coming
soon: Grigio Titans (Matte grey) 
and Nero Aldebaran (Gloss Black). 
Both colours are expected for 
August.
In addition,  AUTOart Aventador SV are the only fully 
openable SV’s in the 1/18 market. You already can buy it in 
Balloon White/Blu Lemans/Giallo Orion/Arancio Atlas.

After seeing many new ‘Eggs’ 
from Fronti-Art, it’s time for 
them to make the stunning
Agera RS1, which is owned by 
Whitesse in real life. We have 
no clue about the release date 
yet, but I wish they made it 
soon.
As always the details are absolutely incredible ! 
The interior is very well worked, all the Carbon fiber all 
around the car is realistic…  But as always, let’s wait before to 
make real praises !

GT Spirit models, a name you can
hear very often as they released a lot 
of models last months.  But two
weeks ago they published a teaser of 
a coming soon BMW M2 (see on the 
left).

Basically, GT Spirit and Minichamps are (for the moment) the 
only manufacturers which anounced the M2 in 1/18 scale.  
However, GT Spirit did not give a release date. 

Let’s get some news about MR 
Collection compagny: Looksmart
models. Even if they make a lot of 
1/43, they also make 1/18 cars!

They announced a new assortment of 1/18 Ferrari F12 TDF 
called ‘Special Series’, which features : Nero DS with Red livery
/ Blu Pozzi with Red livery / Giallo Tristrato with Black-Silver
livery / Bianco Avus with Italian tricolore livery / Rosso Fuoco 
with Black livery.  Looksmart didnt tell anything about the 
release date, but we wait them for sure !  

At MR Collection, they recently
released some 1/18 scale
Lamborghini  Aventador S. As 
always, many colours are coming
and they’ll probably make it 
available in their Atelier so you
can customize yours.

As all MR Collection cars, this is a very detailed model from every
points !  And MR always are very fast to produce the 1/18 
versions of cars, mainly because they only make Limited Edition 
cars. The only problem is the price… Make sure to check that
your wallets aren’t empty ! 

Japanese time. After released
some Liberty Walk GTR’s, 
Ignition just shown a picture of 
their upcming Rocket Bunny
180 SX.  We have no clues 
about prices, colours and 
release date yet, but the 
model seems to looks good 
overal. 

Topmarques… You may have hear
this name already. And that is 
normal, as all the modelcars
manufacturers ;)
So Topmarques surprised us with
the announcement of a 1/18 
Apollo Arrow, apparently already
in making. For the moment we only have a shot of the rear of 
the pre-production model (see above), no release date has 
been told.

Again, Topmarques published
photos of a second pre-
production car: the Ford 
Mustang Hoonigan !
Same as the Apollo Arrow, this 
car is already in making at 
Topmarques, and I hope to see
it very soon available.

For this one too, no release date or colour has been 
communicated.

After making some Aston Martin 
Vulcan or Honda NSX, TopSpeed
just announced the 1/18 Pagani
Huayra Roadster, and published
some pictures of the pre-
production sample. Seems that
the car’s quality is pretty good, 

as their Vulcans, but we can see a wheel’s problem. They should
be larger ! Hope they’ll fix this problem. But anyway, we are 
waiting for more informations like the release date and the 
colours they’ll makr it in.

Let’s speak about Fronti-Art, or, I 
should say, Sophi-Art.  
Well, Sophi-Art has announced a 
1/18 W Motors Fenyr Supersport. 
The first one in 1/18 scale. They
promised « A good value and

Detailed car ». With the few pictures we have, we can only tell 
that it seems correct. No informations about the release date.

Topspeed |  Resin |  +/- 150€

Who expected this ?  
Topspeed models shared
the photo of an upcoming
Abarth 124 Spider Rallye.  
This pre-production sample
is very close of the final  

product. We have no release date but it will be release in 
2017, for around 150€.



REVIEW

AUTOart McLaren P1

The details at their highest

Back when AUTOart

announced the 1/18 

fully openable P1. Now

it is made and ready to 

be reviewed !



Back in 2013, when McLaren presented their first Hypercar; 

the Hybrid beast called by two letters : ‘P1’ as if it was the 

name of a secret CIA project about UFO. And we’re not far ! 

Finally, two years later AUTOart announced that they would

make the P1. And one year after the announcement, here it

is !!

This P1 looks like it is out 
of a Science-fiction film.

Again, AUTOart released a car after a (very) long wait, but 

again, it worth it. Basically, this is the only full openable 1/18 

McLaren P1. The TrueSale Models one does not feature an 

openable engine. For this review we have the Volcano Yellow 

one, but it is also available in Orange, Silver, White, Matte 

Black and Grey. 

The paint quality is pretty cool, the Metallic Yellow is very

impressive ! But it hides a Composite made car. It seems like

you touch a toy, but it is not.



As a proves of AUTOart

cares of details, the little

pieces where you can

charge the car’s battery

can open !! 

As you can see here, 

the exhaust system 

is very nicely

painted, one more 

time really near to 

reality.

Carbon fiber details

are also perfectly

replicated. Even on 

the doors panel !

If you just take a close look to 
the car, you’ll think it’s real.



About the opening feeatures, it’s important to mention that

the spoiler can goes up. You need for that a little metallic

piece (which is in the box) who goes into two little holes

under the car, and when you press… Magic operate and you

can raise your spoiler.

As you can see on 
this pic, the spoiler 
can be removed to 
open the engine
cover.

When the engine cover is removed, see… Dream… Try

to tell something… Can’t ? Normal. The details are too

high for us. 

Ok, maybe I go a little bit too far. But it still amazing. 

Every single piece is replicated; normal for a 300€ car !

Remove… See… Dream…



Now open the doors. You can see an awesome quality. 

Steering wheels is amazingly replicated, seats are nicely

done.

But wait… I see something missing there… Yes, the little

metallic plate located just under the door, where is

normally written the chassis number. Also the car does not 

have carpet on the floor. But what is two or three little

problems when you have an excellent quality car ? I’d

say… Still problems !

AUTOart did put 

perforated grilles. You 

can also see the 

McLaren badge isn’t

just a low quality

sticker.

Again, you can see

the perforated grilles 

but this time on the 

rear bumper, with the 

carbon fiber.

Very interesting

mecanism to open the 

car. But be very

careful with it !



Photos credit: @Diecast._cars

To resume :

Price: 310€

Manufacturer: AUTOart

Colours available: 

Yellow/Silver/Grey/Orange/Matte 

Black

Material: Composite

Openable: Doors, hood, trunk, 

spoiler

To conlude, I would say that the 

car is very nicely made. Almost no 

bad points except the miss of the 

little metallic plate inside the car 

and the fact that the car feel like a 

toy in our hands…  Good job 

overall AUTOart !



comparison

Countach :

Kyosho VS AUTOart

Who makes the best Countach ? 

AUTOart, or Kyosho ?

To answer, we have a 25th AUTOart Countach and a 5000 

QV Kyosho one.



Even if both models are not up to date, it still interesting to 

compare them to know which one is the best. 

First of all, we can see that both cars have openable lights, 

and the Kyosho one (on the right) has a smaller

Lamborghini logo which is more realistic than the AUTOart

one (on the left). 

On the contrary, the AUTOart one has more detailed lights.

On the rear, it’s difficult to compare them because the 

AUTOart is a 25th Anniversary and the Kyosho is a 5000 

QV. But from what we can see, both cars looks amazing, 

and the Lamborghini badges are very nicely made for both. 

Important to notice that the engine and the storage roof can

be opened.



From the interior, both cars have real carpet, and both

are very detailed. But the Kyosho one has a better

made dashboard. Every button is made just as the real 

car. Also, the steering wheel make the wheels turning.

Both interior are very detailed, 
every button is here.

Now just open the engine. Both engines are very

detailed, very realistic. But the AUTOart one is better

painted. All the wires are here. 

The rims are better on the AUTOart. Of course it’s not 

the same rims as the 5000 QV but the Lamborghini 

Bull is more detailed on the 25th.



To do shortly :

Price: 240€

Manufacturer: AUTOart

Colours available: White, Black, 

Silver, Red

Material: Diecast

Openable: Doors, hood, trunk, 

engine.



To do shortly :

Price: 250€

Manufacturer: Kyosho

Colours available: Blue

Material: Diecast

Openable: Doors, hood, trunk, 

engine.



Photos credit: @diecast_dream

It was very difficult to choose the winner, but I 

think the Kyosho has to win. The details of the 

exterior and interior are better than the 

AUTOart Even if the engine is less realistic. 

However, the AUTOart is still very nice



REVIEW

AUTOart Pagani

Zonda Revolucion

Impressive beast

You said Carbon fiber ?

Then you’ll find your love ! 

Full Blue carbon fiber body 

on this Zonda. Wow !

Oh and if you ask: mirrors

are in the box.



- 2013, March 7th; Pagani presented the last Zonda to be

produced: the ultimate Zonda Revolucion. A real track beast

- 2014, AUTOart released the 1/18 version of this Blue beast.

So what does it worth ? Real investment or waste of money ?

Let’s take a look to answer this question.

You like Carbon fiber ? You’ll love 
this Zonda !

Let’s take a closer look. Without opening anything, we can tell 

that the exterior details are mindblowing. AUTOart did make a full 

carbon fiber body ! Look on the picture below, the Carbon fiber is

perfectly made, and the Baby blue accents are beautiful !  Let’s

open it and see if the details are similar inside.  



Houston, we have a problem… The doors are too

heavy and it’s difficult for them to stay open…  Except

that (little) problem, the interior quality is surprising; 

didn’t expected to see this quality ! Not that it is bad, 

on the contrary, it is very nice ! Every single button is

replicated, every colours are painted correctly, and the 

Carbon fiber… Still insane here too !

Every single button is
replicated and painted

The roof scop also has 

Baby blue accents, and 

you can see AUTOart

made a good quality

decals on the 

windscreen

Look at this diffusor and 

those exhaust pipes ! 

You can see the beast

almost nudes here.

Even the Zonda badge is

high quality. Not just a 

decals but a real plastic 

badge on perforated

grilles. You can also see

the lights are pretty well

detailed.



Well now open the engine and the hood. I have no words… I 

better understand now the 330€ it worth from new. But still

don’t understand why people now ask more than 400€. 

That’s another bad point… The car now costs too much

money, it’s really difficult to get your hands on one for less

than 380€. However, the engine details are out of nowhere… 

All is like on the real car !!  Crazy ! It’s difficult to find some

bad points on it… 

In addition to all I said, AUTOart made the only full 

openable Zondas. Some other manufacturers made 

Zonda but no one made a full openable. 

AUTOart made fully openable
Zondas. Nobody else did it.



Photos credit: 
@Poleposition_Zandvoort

To resume :

Price: 320€

Manufacturer: AUTOart

Colours available: Blue 

Carbon/Black carbon

Material: Diecast

Openable: Doors, hood, trunk

What a car ! Honnestly, I’d give a 

5 stars to this car, but the price

and the doors problem make me 

put a 4 stars. Pretty nice tho !



HISTORY

Paul’s Model Art

From hand made models to 

real factory.

Paul’s Model Art is today

known as Minichamps. 

Here’s a quick 

presentation of their

history.



Paul's Model Art GmbH is a modelcar manufacturer 

created by Paul Lang, today known as Minichamps, 

and founded in 1990 in Aachen, Germany. The brand 

first began making 1/43 cars and extended to 1/18 

later in its history. 

Paul’s Model Art made 
their first car in 1990

The first Paul's Model Art diecast made by Minichamps was 

the 1:43 Audi V8 DTM-winning GTC of Hans-Joachim 

Stuck's. 

Today Minichamps extended their cars to 1/18 and 1/12 

scale like this beautiful Mercedes SLS Blackseries in Red, 

limited to 350pcs worldwide.   

(Don’t hesitate to email me if you own one…)



Minichamps also made a museum. The Minichamps Museum, 

located in Aachen, Germany, displays around 2000 models, 

the work that goes into designing and building detailed model 

cars, as well as the 25 year history of the company.

Minichamps like the well made 
cars. Here you see how they do 
inspect them before the release.



To do shortly :

Price: 200€

Manufacturer: AUTOart

Colours available: Bianco Isis/Giallo

Orion/Blu Hera/Azzuro Thetys

Material: Diecast

Openable: Doors, hood, trunk, 

spoiler, side vents

HOTM
This month I want to highlight the AUTOart Aventador

Roadster in Bianco Isis.

First of all, this model costs 200€ from new. Don’t go over 

if you buy one. Basically, before to buy one, check that the 

callipers are red, and check it has a Matte Black roof. Also

check the rear glasses, it can be broke.

What is good on this

model is that all can

open, roof can be

removed and storaged

into the hood. Also the 

details are very nice, 

with real carpets in the 

interior and in the 

storage roof. Lights are 

amazingly detailed too.

What is bad ? Maybe

that the side vents 

open, but can’t stay

open.

Also, the engine cover don’t stay open at maximum…

But it still a very good model overall. I give this car a easy 8/10.

If you have the possibilities or buying one, go ahead ! 



GUIDE

4 nice Porsche for 

less than 120€ Wanna buy a ‘cheap’ but nice
1/18 Porsche ? The guide is
here to help you !! 



Maisto 911 GT1

The Porsche 911 GT1 is a must have for a Porsche 
collector. Maisto did it pretty well with openable doors
and engine bay. The car is available in White (see above) 
and in Green.
Today, you can find one for around 60€.

- Detailed engine
- Openable parts

- Price growing up

Maisto Carrera GT 

Concept

Same as the GT1, the Carrera GT is a must have. Maisto made 
two versions: the production car and the concept, available in 
Grey and Black. I chose the Concept version because it’s more 
interesting. All is openable, and spoiler can goes up. Details
are not bad for a Maisto !
Today, you can find one around 40€.

- Detailed overall
- Functional spoiler
- Interesting prices
- Working suspensions

- Low quality plastic used
for trunk and interior

- With time, trunk and 
hood don’t stay open.



Bburago 997 GT3 

RS 4.0

I was searching for a GT3 RS to add in this guide, and the 
only one I found was this Bburago one. It is available in 
White, Black, Green and Blue. But to be honnest, 
Bburago didn’t make a very good job with it…
You can find one around 35€ today.

- Only cheap 4.0 on the 1/18 
market

- Fully openable

- Low quality details

Minichamps 918 

Weissach

Porsche’s first hypercar has to be here. This one is
available in White/Salzburg liveries and White/Martini 
liveries if you take the Weissach one. Without Weissach
there’s Blue,Yellow,Red,White,Black. Both are nicey
detailed but does not feature an openable engine or 
spoiler…

- Detailed interior, rims….
- Lot of specs choices
- Removable roof

- Closed engine bay
- Glued spoiler



EVOLUTION

From the Miura to 

the Aventador

The most iconics Lambos

From 1966 to 2017, 

Lamborghini never

stopped to impress

us !



Back in 1966, Lamborghini presented their Miura to the 

world. The first supercar ! Now, 2017, the Aventador

replace the Murcielago (since 2011), and keep having a 

naturally aspirated V12. But before to tell you each car’s

history, let’s take a look at what we have here. An 

assortment of AUTOart and Kyosho Lamborghinis: 

Aventador LP700, Countach 5000S, Miura SV, Diablo VT 

and Murcielago SV. What a lineup !!

51 years after the Miura, the 
Aventador is still a worthy heirer.



Lamborghini presented the Miura P400 in 1966. Two years later, 
the Miura P400 S is made, and in 1971, the Miura SV roll out of the 
production line until 1973.
1974, Lamborghini make the Countach LP400. Four long years after
the LP400, Lamborghini finally make the LP400 S, and four others
years later the LP500 S (or 5000 S) in 1982. In 1985, they made the 
LP5000 QV (QuattroVole) before to make the final verision of the 
Countach in 1988: the 25th Anniversary.
Year of 1990, Lamborgini introduce the Diablo, before to make the 
SE30 in 1993 and finally the VT plus the SV in 1995.

After that Lamborghini decided to make a Second generation
of Diablo, starting in 1999 with the VT, SV and GT, before to 
launch the VT 6.0 in 2000 until the end of the Diablo: 2001.
In 2002, Lamborghini decided to create a next for the Diablo, 
called ‘Murcielago’. Litterally ‘Bat’ in spanish. So they
launched in 2002 the LP580-4. As the Diablo, a second 
generation came in 2006, the LP640-4. One or Two years later, 
they launched the special LP650-4 Roadster, limited to 50 cars 
in the world, before to launch the LP670-4 SV in 2009 to 2010.
And the last one, the last knight, called as a Spanish Bull… The 
Aventador, launched in 2011 as the LP700-4. 2013. 50th 
Anniversary of Lamborghini. The Aventador got declined into
the limited LP720-4 50 Anniversario (100 Coupe and 100 
Roadster made). Two years later, 2015, the most powerful
Aventador is made. The LP750-4 SV (Super Veloce). Now, 
2017, the Aventador LP740-4 S is here (since 2016), and start
to be delivered all around the world !

Photos credit: @118lambo



POTM

‘Photos Of The Month’.

Every magazine, I highlight the best three

pictures found on my hashtag: 

#118carmodels.

@1_18_carmodels

Instagram :

Here we are a beautiful Fronti-Art 

Koenigsegg Agera XS (1/18) 

picture.  Looks very realistic.

Picture by @irwan.wiratama

An artistic AUTOart McLaren P1 

picture, in the best P1 spec !

Picture by @luk_h228

A diorama pic for the end, the rarest, 

most expensive Bull ever made. The 

Veneno. Here’s a AUTOart model in 

the Geneva presentation spec.

Picture by @kmpg_pjy


